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Abstract: The relevance of this study stems from the fact that the development of a market for financial instruments can significantly expand lending opportunities for small- and medium-sized businesses. While research on the impact of tokenization on financial markets is extensive, literature provides virtually no description of mathematical models that can be used in the design and development of information systems issuing tokenized financial instruments. Thus, the study aims to develop mathematical models representing the transformation of the over-the-counter (OTC) securities market induced by the tokenization of underlying assets. The development of crowdlending platforms is gradually transforming the financial market landscape. The key change trends consist in transactional fragmentation both on the demand and supply sides. This paper proposes a mathematical model of internal transformation occurring in the OTC financial market, which describes the process of managing rights to underlying assets during their issuance and circulation. The model is built by analogy with the Harrison–Ruzzo–Ullman (HRU) model, applying the same principles to the relations of economic agents in exercising access rights to underlying assets as those that regulate access rights to files. The research novelty of the presented model consists in the formalization of financial market transformation occurring in the context of asset tokenization, which significantly expands the mathematical apparatus of digital financial transactions. This paper also proposes a mathematical model of competitive tokenization-induced transformation occurring in the OTC financial market, which describes transaction costs associated with attracting investment in the OTC financial market and the market for tokenized assets. In addition, the barriers of the OTC financial market and the stock market are described indicating the supply and demand trends in the context of transformation occurring in the OTC financial market under the influence of underlying asset tokenization. The novelty of this model lies in the mathematical formalization of the investment attraction process in the market for tokenized assets. The theoretical value of the developed models consists in the confirmation of significantly expanded supply capabilities of tokenized assets on the graph showing the dependence of asset returns on invested capital.
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1. Introduction

With the active use of stock market instruments, the development of digital technologies has spurred the growth of the over-the-counter (OTC) financial market. Both markets have a significant impact on economic activity. The development of banking services has
a generally positive impact on the increase in gross domestic product [1]; however, stock market growth is primarily associated with short-term nationwide spending [2]. In this connection, the use of OTC financial market instruments is of considerable interest for sustained economic growth. The OTC financial market acquired its current form with the widespread adoption of digital platforms [3]. By providing a digital platform and creating an ecosystem of third-party developers, highly digitized organizations can achieve their potential for growing faster at any level as compared to more conventional entities [4].

Application platforms belong to innovation ecosystems in which interactions between end users and developers govern the ecosystem growth. Here, the quality of demand supports innovations in the manufacturing sector while providing a powerful incentive for the development of digital applications [5]. In various industries and technology sectors, platform ecosystems fostered the development of new products and services, spurred innovation, and increased economic efficiency. The platform architecture is distinguished by its modular and interdependent system of main and complementary components connected by design rules and an overarching value proposition [6]. In this case, the digital transformation of a business amounts to continuously changing ecosystems, which prompts established companies to reconsider their value proposition [7]. The introduction of platform interactions gave rise to the sharing economy, in which the consumer of goods is actively involved in the development and production of these goods [8]. In the context of the emerging sharing economy, crowdfunding tools, including crowdlending platforms, became widely adopted along with other methods of interaction with consumers [9].

The development of crowdlending platforms is gradually transforming the financial market landscape [10]. The key change trends consist in transactional fragmentation both on the demand and supply sides [11]. Crowdlending platforms attract a lot of small investors to the supply side of money, who make their own investment decisions. Demand-side fragmentation is provided through the tokenization of underlying financial assets, giving small investors on crowdinvesting platforms a wide choice of investment instruments. In addition, digital technology allows for fast and easy transactions to be made when using crowdlending platforms [12]. For both the potential borrower and investor, transactions in tokenized underlying assets on a collective investment platform involve new instruments and a new way of interaction [13]. This fact necessitates a comparison with traditional ways of managing investment needs and resources [14]. Given the adoption of alternative finance practices, it is clear that economic agents will tend to consider other decision-making criteria in addition to the parameters of return and transaction costs. These criteria include such parameters as risk, liquidity, information transparency, as well as legal protection of ownership and investments. It can be assumed that this list is not definitive.

Roger Heines et al. reveal the potential offered by the transformation of financial markets in the context of underlying asset tokenization [15], while Thomas Lambert, Daniel Liebau, and Peter Roosenboom consider the issuance of security token offerings (STO) by small- and medium-sized businesses, as well as studying the factors that determine the success of such issuances [16]. The use of digital collective investment platforms and the execution of transactions in tokenized underlying financial assets is becoming an increasingly common practice. A rising number of academic publications and analyses are emerging that consider the field of alternative finance as a broad set of new business models and products, as well as new client-side scripts for accessing investment information and making transactions [17]. Thus, the relevance of this study stems from the fact that the development of a market for financial instruments can significantly expand lending opportunities for small- and medium-sized businesses.

While research on the impact of tokenization on financial markets is extensive, literature provides virtually no description of mathematical models that can be used in the design and development of information systems issuing tokenized financial instruments. Thus, the study aims to develop a transformation mathematical model of the OTC securities market affected by the tokenization of underlying assets. The term “financial market” implies a set of financial markets in a broad sense, including the securities market, debt
market, ownership and digital rights markets, as well as banking markets and a system of institutions regulating their operation [12]. For achieving the aim of this paper, the analysis primarily focuses on developing a transformation model of the OTC securities market affected by the underlying asset tokenization. This paper identifies internal and external factors determining the scale and trends in the transformation of financial markets. This paper describes a model of digitalizing a decomposed right to underlying assets as the main technologial factor in the internal transformation of the financial market. In addition, a model of competitive transformation is proposed for the financial market under the influence of external factors, such as investment demand from small- and medium-sized businesses and investment supply from small- and medium private investors. The research novelty of the developed models consists in the formalization of financial market transformation occurring in the context of asset tokenization and the mathematical representation of the investment attraction process in the market for tokenized assets, which significantly expands the mathematical apparatus of digital financial transactions.


The spread of the Distributed Ledger Technology (DLT) in the financial and credit sector raises numerous questions about the prospects for financial market transformation. Technology enthusiasts and developers of solutions for the cryptoindustry are optimistic about the virtually limitless prospects for the circulation of tokenized assets [15], while national regulators make legislative decisions on the regulation of this technology in economic practice. The development of digital platforms for attracting investment and the possibility of underlying asset circulation are becoming a subject of extensive research [18]. For example, Brett King addresses the redefinition of banking customer value in terms of platform solutions and customized financial services [19]. A strategy for the digital transformation of the banking sector is analyzed in the works of Chris Skinner [20]. The trends and potential in the development of digital platforms on the basis of the blockchain technology are examined by Shermin Voshmgir, who describes the considerable potential offered by the tokenization and circulation of tokens representing traditional assets, access rights, values, works of art, or services [21]. It is not uncommon for authors to make even bolder predictions, considering the financial market turmoil in the early 21st century as the beginning of the decentralized finance era. Here, we can mention the work of Campbell Harvey, Ashwin Ramachandran, and Joey Santoro [22] and the study by William DeVito [23] presenting the new world of decentralized finance as an obvious solution to the problems associated with investment availability and the cost of financial transactions. Other publications focus on the legal aspects of crowdlending platforms [24] and the circulation of digital financial assets within the national economy [25].

Of note is that the development of platform interactions prompted social control over societal progress [26] and further innovation efforts in the creation of a digital society [27]. In May 2016, the United States Securities and Exchange Commission adopted Title III of the JOBS Act on crowdfunding regulation, thus allowing most of the US population to invest in startups [28]. European Union countries either have their own crowdfunding regulations (France and Germany) or completely exclude the use of crowdfunding to attract equity investments. On October 5, 2020, the European Parliament approved the European Crowdfunding Service Provider (ECSP) regime, thus paving the way for a common set of crowdfunding rules. Increased regulation of digital P2P investment platforms in China prompted a dramatic decrease in the number of transactions and a redistribution of the global alternative finance market [17].

Three basic types of instruments are available on the market for financial instruments for the placement of resources: shares, debt instruments, and derivatives. However, their use to attract investment is unavailable or significantly limited for most businesses [28], which can be attributed to high access barriers to the investment market, a large number of intermediaries, as well as high costs associated with issuing and placing investment instruments. When looking for investment, small- and medium-sized businesses can
primarily rely on bank lending or equity investment in a business, with investors sharing
in future profits. It is even harder for businesses at the startup stage that have little or no
access to affordable investment resources besides grant funding, venture capital funds, and
angel investors. According to the classical law of demand, affordable investment resources
are in high demand [29].

The use of traditional financial instruments also presents several challenges to in-
vestors. Full access to stock market instruments is available only to accredited investors [30].
Clearly, this norm is quite useful in counteracting the fraudulent practices of financial pyra-
mids. However, this requirement leaves small private investors with a limited range of
options to place funds in the form of bank deposits and a limited set of securities given to
brokers for exchange trading. Private investment is further complicated by the insufficient
liquidity of securities, the need to master technical and fundamental analysis, as well as
the need for an independent search for and evaluation of financial information used in the
decision-making process [12].

The market infrastructure involved in supporting securities transactions also com-
prises several institutional designs having their own requirements and restrictions. It is
necessary to perform the functions of a depository, a registrar, and clearing functions to
record the ownership transfer, as well as to record the fulfillment of mutual obligations,
taking into account the delivery time of securities from the seller to the buyer. The support
of the financial market infrastructure became an inevitable source of transaction costs
for the participants [22]. The expected benefits associated with the mass tokenization of
underlying assets in the financial market look promising: no need for intermediaries, high
speed of settlements and clearing, increased liquidity, and lower access barriers for private
investors. One of the main advantages of using the blockchain technology in the financial
market lies in the digital representation of any type of underlying financial asset as a set
of low-cost tokens, or digital records in the distributed ledger, i.e., precious metals, goods,
shares, debt and contractual obligations, ownership and profit rights, real estate, works of
art, and intellectual property [16].

Tokenization provides a means to limit transactions to only a portion of the value of an
underlying asset tied to the token, thus supplying the owner, who retains the ownership of
the asset, with the required investment resources. Moreover, the buyer of the token can also
freely and quickly exercise their rights to the use and disposal of this asset on the secondary
market. The issuance and circulation of tokens for underlying financial assets are carried
out by the operator of an information system built using distributed ledger technologies,
while ensuring the cryptographic security of transactions, high liquidity of supply and
demand, as well as the transparency and speed of settlements. Clearly, the tokenization
of underlying assets is an attractive tool providing access to investment resources, both
for businesses as potential borrowers and for potential investors, including a wide range
of private investors [12]. However, the analysis of previous studies demonstrates a lack
of formalized mathematical models representing the transformation of the OTC securities
market in the context of underlying asset tokenization. Accepting the hypothesis that
the use of tokenization in transactions with underlying financial assets provides several
advantages over classical forms of their representation, we identify the sources of expected
benefits, as well as mechanisms and additional conditions for their emergence in the
exchange process.

Asset Tokenization

A token constitutes a record in a blockchain ledger signifying rights to an underlying
asset; this technology is characterized by the transparency of all operations involving online
addition and modification of records for all blockchain nodes [31]. For use in economic
circulation, blockchain-based tokens serving as unique digital rights to real values are
created. Due to the DLT intrinsic characteristics, issued tokens tied to the rights (usually to
a certain, very small portion of the tokenized asset value) are fast and secure to use, with the
transfer of rights recorded by transaction parties without the need for any intermediaries to control or verify the transaction [16].

Clearly, the four “intrinsic” characteristics (separability, speed, security, and no need for verification) arising from the DLT and asset tokenization may alone have some potential transformative impact on the financial market [32]. The first things to note here are the transformation of the transaction process and the elimination of the role played by intermediaries. For example, a non-cash purchase and sale of bonds can already be made in real time, while the verification of ownership transfer takes a few days. This delay in documented ownership transfer became a common feature of the modern financial market; however, tokenization could change this situation. Since changes to the blockchain ledger are reflected in each DLT node, when transactions in underlying financial assets are made in the tokenized form, the transfer of rights to use and dispose of an asset, along with money transactions, is conducted virtually in real time (T + 0), as compared to the currently used settlement periods of T + 3 days or T + 2 days. DLT spread for the purposes of clearing and settlement between transaction parties will lead to a lower number of intermediaries and their diminished role while improving payment for securities or their delivery to beneficial owners. The tokenization-induced transformation of the financial market may result in the replacement of some functions of the central depository with their decentralized version [33].

The internal tokenization-induced transformation of the asset circulation process in the financial market allows for an analogy to be drawn with access rights to operating system files. The common approach to the matching of asset ownership with rights to use them in economic circulation consists in documenting these rights, which is confirmed by parties not otherwise involved. As a rule, depositories, brokers, or other specialized institutions perform this function. In the case of a token (a blockchain record), principles behind the legally relevant verification of economic transactions are transformed into principles similar to those governing access rights to operating system files. Thus, by analogy with the model of managing file access rights through the assignment of rights to read, edit, or execute, the rights to underlying financial assets can be managed through tokenization and subsequent circulation of tokenized rights to own, use, and dispose of them [34]. In addition to the specified “internal” characteristics of the DLT used in the tokenization of underlying financial assets, the market for OTC financial instruments is also transformed by external factors that can affect the supply and demand parameters [15].

Prior to the emergence of the DLT concept and its practical application to the tokenization of underlying financial assets, ownership and money management required the involvement of intermediaries (such as exchanges and brokers), legal verification of economic transactions, as well as consuming a lot of time. Although modern financial market institutions are well developed, security and transparency of transactions remain one of the key requirements for its participants. However, as shown above, the DLT provides “internal” prerequisites for the financial market transformation, i.e., tokens for underlying financial assets can be used in transactions, allowing transactions to be completed quickly and securely without intermediaries [16]. The nature of this transformation can be characterized as the emergence of a new good and a new transaction mechanism. However, the complete transformation of the financial market requires a corresponding change both on the supply and demand sides through the entry of new participants into the market, i.e., small- and medium-sized businesses, as well as a large number of private investors [35], which prompted the consideration of models of both the internal transformation and the competitive transformation occurring in the OTC financial market in the context of tokenization.

4. Methodology

The OTC financial market transformation is considered in the context of internal and external transforming factors. The first group includes legal and technological factors, with the impact of the latter described in detail in [12]. The present study is limited to the legal
factor, specifically the tokenization of decomposed rights to an underlying asset. In this study, it is the legal factor, namely the tokenization of decomposed rights to an underlying asset, that is considered to be dominant. The following underlying assets are considered as a manageable set of rights to ownership, disposal, and use: securities, units of open-end funds, rights of monetary claims, and rights to movable and immovable property. The key external transforming factors include changes in the investment demand and supply at higher liquidity in the market for alternative financial instruments due to easier access to such instruments for a large number of small investors [36].

The idea behind the present study is a mathematical representation of access rights and transaction costs incurred by financial market participants in attracting investment with the tokenization of assets.

The research procedure included two main stages. The first stage consisted in designing the internal transformation model of the OTC financial market. This OTC market model describing a technology for managing the rights to underlying assets is built by analogy with the Harrison–Ruzzo–Ulman model (HRU-model), which is designed to manage the access of subjects (users) to information system objects. The classical HRU-model is used to formally verify the accurate construction of systems for controlling access to objects in highly secure automated systems. The approach is based on using an access matrix, i.e., a table describing the access rights of subjects to objects. The access matrix rows and columns correspond to the subjects and objects, respectively, that exist in the system. The access rights of the corresponding subject to this object are indicated at the row-column intersection [37]. When the same principles that govern file access rights are applied to the relations of economic agents exercising access rights to underlying assets, it is possible to consider potential financial market transformations induced by the tokenization of decomposed rights to underlying financial assets.

The second stage of the study consisted in designing a model of competitive transformation occurring in the OTC financial market due to tokenization. The demand and supply patterns in the financial market (Figure 1) can be used to predict an increase in investment demand from small- and medium-sized businesses. Figure 1 shows the demand $1', 1''$, $2', 2''$ and supply $3'$ curves in the market for debt financing instruments. The range of the function $r(V)$ describing the dependence of investment return on available investment for the stock market is located below curve $1'$, while the range of $r(V)$ for the market for OTC financial instruments is bounded by curves $1'$ and $2'$. The expected range of $r(V)$ for tokenized financial instruments is bounded by curves $1''$ and $2''$. The $r(V)$ ranges of the stock and OTC markets may partially or completely overlap if the cost of capital is reduced, i.e., at a higher efficiency of investment attraction achieved through the issuance and placement of tokenized assets.

Since other ways to attract resources besides private borrowings and credits are unavailable; this demand is currently limited. Furthermore, a corresponding supply of money is needed to meet the investment demand of businesses. The money of private investors, currently kept in the form of savings, bank deposits, brokerage accounts, and other forms of savings, can become the source of money supply. However, private investors will not unanimously release their money in response to the emergence of tokens for underlying financial assets on developing crowdfunding platforms.

The boundary between the stock and OTC markets (demand curve $1'$ in Figure 1) represents an area of large long-term investment projects, whose transaction costs associated with investment attraction $t_{SM}$ are defined as the sum of one-time and recurring costs over the period $T$, as well as costs incurred by the issuance, initial placement, and circulation of securities (1):

$$t_{SM} = (t_{inv.\ bank} + t_{legal} + t_{audit}) + (t_{pers} + t_{inf}) \cdot T,$$

where one-time costs include:

- $t_{inv.\ bank}$—costs associated with the services of an investment bank that performs the functions of a project coordinator, conducts the financial analysis of the company,
examines the business plan, as well as analyzing information to be included in the offering memorandum;
- $t_{\text{legal}}$—costs associated with legal services, such as the drafting and examination of the prospectus, the drafting of the offering memorandum, the examination of contractual and statutory documentation;
- $t_{\text{audit}}$—costs associated with the financial audit, review of interim financial statements, and comfort letter preparation;

while recurring costs include:
- $t_{\text{pers}}$—period labor costs incurred by the individual attracting investment on employees responsible for the preparation of statutory reports for a public company, internal control, strategic planning, and investor relations management;
- $t_{\text{inf}}$—period costs associated with the disclosure of information to public investors;
- $T$—project implementation time (number of project implementation periods).

At $T \rightarrow \infty$, the share of recurring costs in the period cost of attracted capital amounts to
\[
\frac{(t_{\text{pers}} + t_{\text{inf}})}{T} = \text{const,}
\]
while the share of one-time costs over the period is
\[
\frac{(t_{\text{inv. bank}} + t_{\text{legal}} + t_{\text{audit}})}{T} \rightarrow 0.
\]

The model of competitive tokenization-induced transformation occurring in the OTC financial market describes transaction costs associated with attracting investment in the OTC market by analogy with the model of transaction costs arising from attracting investment in the stock market.

5. Results
5.1. Internal Transformation Model of the OTC Financial Market

File access rights in the operating system fall into two categories: actions and user groups. The following action options are supported: read-read-only access; edit-file modification is permitted; execute-access to the file authorizes the execution of programs or scripts contained in the file. These actions are differentiated for different groups of users: the user is the owner of the computer or site where the files are located; the group includes

![Figure 1. Supply and demand in the investment market. (Source: prepared by the authors).](image-url)
other users who have access to the files approved by the user; the world here implies any other user who has access to the files. The rights of access to tokens for underlying financial assets can be considered by analogy with the file access rights in a computer operating system. Thus, the rights involving tokens for underlying financial assets include the rights to own, dispose of, and use these tokens in the financial market transaction cycle (Figure 2). The transfer of these rights is shown in Figure 2.

**Figure 2.** Ownership rights in the financial market transaction cycle.

During the first stage of the study, a model of managing the rights to underlying assets was built in the form of a rights distribution matrix $M$ (2):

$$
M = \begin{bmatrix}
R_{11} & \cdots & R_{1t} \\
\vdots & \ddots & \vdots \\
R_{s1} & \cdots & R_{st}
\end{bmatrix}
$$

(2)

where $R_{ij}$—state vector reflecting the rights to each $t$ asset for each of $s$ subject involved in the circulation of tokenized rights to underlying assets (3).

$$
R_{ij} = [o_{ij} \ u_{ij} \ d_{ij}]
$$

(3)

where $o$, $u$, $d$—attributes of ownership, use, and disposal of underlying assets.

$o_{ij}, u_{ij}, d_{ij} \in \{0, 1\}$. 0–no right is granted, 1–right is granted;

$i \in \{1, 2, \ldots , s\}; j \in \{1, 2, \ldots , t\}$.

For storing information about the ownership, use, and disposal of an underlying asset, it is convenient to use such data structure as a three-dimensional array. The two-dimensional slices of such an array in the $R$ vector direction are as follows (4):

$$
\begin{align*}
M(s, t, o) &= \begin{bmatrix}
o_{11} & \cdots & o_{1t} \\
\vdots & \ddots & \vdots \\
o_{s1} & \cdots & o_{st}
\end{bmatrix} \\
M(s, t, u) &= \begin{bmatrix}
u_{11} & \cdots & u_{1t} \\
\vdots & \ddots & \vdots \\
u_{s1} & \cdots & u_{st}
\end{bmatrix} \\
M(s, t, d) &= \begin{bmatrix}
d_{11} & \cdots & d_{1t} \\
\vdots & \ddots & \vdots \\
d_{s1} & \cdots & d_{st}
\end{bmatrix}
\end{align*}
$$

(4)

The transfer of the right, for example, to dispose of the $t$-th underlying asset of the subject $m$ to the subject $n$ is represented by the simultaneous assignment of 0 and 1 to
the array elements $d_{mt}$ and $d_{nt}$, respectively. Here, $m, n \in \{1, 2, \ldots, s\}; n \neq m$. In this case, the fulfillment of $\sum d_{it} = 1$ indicates a proper rights transfer. This approach formalizes the account of digitized rights to own, dispose of, and use underlying assets. The research novelty of the presented model lies in the formalization of financial market transformation occurring under the influence of underlying asset tokenization, which considerably expands the mathematical apparatus of digital financial transactions.

5.2. Transformation Model of the OTC Financial Market in the Context of Tokenization

A key factor in increasing the economic circulation of debt financing instruments (or higher supply and demand from small private investors and borrowers on digital crowdinvesting platforms) lies in low entry barriers. Transactional advantages offered by the DLT technology, namely the fragmentation of tokenized assets, as well as speed, reliability, and the minimum number of intermediaries, serve only as additional factors in supply and demand growth in the OTC financial market. In terms of its inner workings and the nature of transactions, crowdfunding is similar to the OTC market. The second key factor involves the enormous size of the OTC financial market, which offers prospects for its transformation via crowdinvesting and tokenization. By some estimates, only 3% of asset transactions conducted in Russia in 2017 were made in the exchange market [38]. For the global market, this figure amounts to about 12% [39].

In the case of long-term investments, the transition from the OTC market to the stock market below the demand curve $1'$ (Figure 1) enables a reduction in the cost of raised capital through access to a wide range of investors via public offering; however, it is associated with the need to overcome such stock market barriers as the minimum issuance amount, financial performance requirements for the company attracting investment, as well as requirements for the growth rate and ownership structure of the company. The boundary between the $r(V)$ regions of the stock and OTC markets $1'$ can shift in the direction of the curve $1''$ at lower barriers when issuing tokenized financial instruments as compared to the stock market barriers. For each point on the curve $1'$, the shift vector $h_{SM}$ is determined by the vector $V_{SM}$ characterizing the amount of investment raised in the stock market that is substituted by investment raised through the issuance of tokenized assets, as well as the vector $r_{SM}$ characterizing a reduction in returns in the stock market at the same investment level due to this substitution:

$$h_{SM} = V_{SM} + r_{SM}$$  \hspace{1cm} (5)

The right boundary of the OTC market (demand curve $2'$) comprises an area of relatively small short-term (from several months to three years) investment projects, whose transaction costs associated with investment attraction $t_{OTC}$ are determined as follows:

$$t_{OTC} = (t_{inv.\ bank} + t_{legal} + t_{audit} + t_{pl}) + (t_{pers} + t_{inf} + t_{prem}) \cdot T$$  \hspace{1cm} (6)

where $t_{pl}$—costs associated with the initial private placement; $t_{prem}$—liquidity premium defined as the difference between investor returns on the stock and OTC markets for the same type of projects; $T$—project implementation time (number of project implementation periods).

Thus, at $T \rightarrow 0$, the share of recurring costs in the period cost of attracted capital amounts to $(t_{pers} + t_{inf} + t_{prem}) \rightarrow 0$, while the share of one-time period costs is $(t_{inv.\ bank} + t_{legal} + t_{audit} + t_{pl}) = \text{const}$. The restriction on the number of investors in the initial offering and the OTC nature of secondary transactions in the OTC market contribute to low liquidity in the OTC market, which limits the possibility of reducing investment attraction rates or, in other words, forces the borrower to pay a premium for attracted investment, given the same parameters of the project.

In the case of short-term investments, the transition from the OTC market region to that above the demand curve $2'$ provides a means to reduce the cost of raised capital by decreasing the issuance time of tokenized assets: for investment projects lasting up
to 3 years, the term reduction is from 20%. Here, for each point of the curve $1'$, the shift vector $h_{OTC}$ is determined by the vector $V_{OTC}$ characterizing an increase in the OTC market substituted by tokenized financial assets due to small short-term investment projects, as well as the vector $r_{OTC}$ characterizing an increase in return in the tokenized asset market at the same amount of investment due to the emergence of highly profitable niche projects. The high return on such projects is usually associated with an imbalance between supply and demand in individual industries determined by the transient economic conditions of various nature (7):

$$h_{OTC} = V_{OTC} + r_{OTC}$$ (7)

Costs associated with attracting investment through the issuance and sale of tokenized assets $t_{TA}$ are determined as follows (8):

$$t_{TA} = (t_{scor} + t_{IT} + t_{pl}) + t_{prem} \cdot T$$ (8)

where

- $t_{scor}$—costs associated with the borrower scoring by the operator of the information system issuing tokenized assets;
- $t_{IT}$—payment of the person attracting investments for the information system use when issuing tokenized assets.

Here, no recurring costs are involved; audit is replaced by scoring; the $t_{legal}$ costs are non-existent due to the standardization of conditions for issuing tokenized assets and the initial placement conditions.

The effectiveness of investment attraction methods is commonly determined by comparing the cost of capital $K$ attracted using this or that method (9):

$$K = \frac{r(1 - c_{PT})}{1 - k}$$ (9)

where

- $r$—investment return, %;
- $c_{PT}$—profit tax rate;
- $k$—unit costs associated with the issuance of securities.

Thus, at $r = \text{const}$ and $c_{PT} = \text{const}$, the cost of raising capital is a function of unit issuance costs $k$, with the cost of capital increasing at higher $k$.

Unit issuance costs for the stock market $k_{SM}$, the OTC market $k_{OTC}$, and the tokenized asset market $k_{TA}$ are determined as follows:

$$k_{SM} = \frac{(t_{inv.bank} + t_{legal} + t_{audit})}{V} + \left( t_{pers} + t_{inf} \right)$$ (10)

$$k_{OTC} = \frac{(t_{inv.bank} + t_{legal} + t_{audit} + t_{pl})}{V} + \left( t_{pers} + t_{inf} + t_{prem} \right)$$ (11)

$$k_{TA} = \frac{(t_{scor} + t_{IT} + t_{pl})}{V} + t_{prem}$$ (12)

where

- $V$—amount of attracted capital.

Thus, it is reasonable to assume that the emergence of tokenized investment instruments characterized by high potential return will have a minor impact on those investors who place their money in medium- and long-term investment instruments provided by traditional brokers for stock trading. The other private investors will be willing to take the risk of short-term money placement in exchange for a potentially higher return than
that expected of the stock exchange. It is this category of “new” financial market participants that can potentially contribute to the OTC financial market transformation; thus, a generalized model of investor demand for risk can be presented (Figure 3).

Figure 3. Model showing investor demand for the risk of crowdinvesting in tokenized assets.

The model is designed to demonstrate the two localization poles of investor demand for the risk of investing in different types of values and ownership, including shares, debt instruments, and derivatives. These are primarily long-term investments potentially yielding low to medium returns, i.e., investments in the shares of public companies, precious metals, and real estate. Most of these investments are made through exchange trading. The novelty of this model lies in the mathematical formalization of the investment attraction process in the market for tokenized assets. The activity area of numerous private investors is primarily observed at the other pole of the risk demand function. From our point of view, it is this financial market segment (the OTC market segment) that may be more susceptible to the transformation induced by the underlying asset tokenization.

5.3. Case Study

Let us consider the effectiveness of attracting financial resources in the OTC financial market and the market for tokenized assets by a small innovative IT company. This limited liability company is primarily engaged in software development, with its 2021 revenue reaching USD 90,000; the company employs 50 people, thus belonging to the category of small businesses. The company’s strategy involves launching its own production of industrial automation equipment: project duration—24 months; project cost—USD 60,000. The issuance of commercial bonds is considered as the main way to raise funds for the company. Table 1 provides a comparative analysis of costs associated with placing assets in the OTC market and the tokenized asset market.

When calculating unit costs associated with investment attraction in the OTC market $k_{OTC}$, $t_{prem}$ is set at 0, since this company has no access to the stock market. For the initial calculation of unit costs arising from investment attraction in the market for tokenized assets $k_{TA}$, $t_{prem}$ is also set at 0. For the obtained values of $k_{OTC}$ and $k_{TA}$, let us determine the investor’s premium $t_{prem}$ in the OTC market, at which $k_{OTC} = k_{TA}$. For this case, the premium amounts to $t_{prem} = 0.1$ c.u. per month or 2% per annum. Thus, for this USE case, the business owner will be able to offer a premium of 2% per annum to private investors in tokenized rights of monetary claims. While trivial in nature, the results of this experiment demonstrate the advantages of investing in the market for tokenized assets as compared to the OTC market.
Table 1. Costs associated with placing assets in the OTC market and the market for tokenized assets.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Input Data</th>
<th>Attracted resources (million USD)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( V ), million USD</td>
<td>1.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( T ), months</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OTC market</th>
<th>Tokenized asset market</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( t_{\text{inv.bank}} )</td>
<td>0.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( t_{\text{legal}} )</td>
<td>0.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( t_{\text{audit}} )</td>
<td>0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( t_{\text{pl}} )</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( t_{\text{pers}, \text{USD/month}} )</td>
<td>0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( t_{\text{inf}, \text{USD/month}} )</td>
<td>0.0025</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( t_{\text{prem}, \text{USD/month}} )</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( k_{\text{OTC}, 1/\text{month}} )</td>
<td>0.0034</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( k_{\text{TA}, 1/\text{month}} )</td>
<td>0.0017</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

6. Discussion

The high potential of using the DLT to improve the efficiency of digital platforms is generating an increasing interest in this topic in scientific literature [32,40,41]. J. Chod and E. Lyandres compared the crowdfunding mechanism with venture capital financing [30]. In some works (e.g., J. Li and W. Mann, Y. Bakos and H. Halaburda), the focus was on the network effect and user coordination on digital P2P investment platforms [13,42]. R. Fahlenbrach and M. Frattaroli studied the behavior of ICO investors and showed that they often sell their tokens in the secondary market, thus ensuring its attractiveness and liquidity [41]. In addition, several other works examined factors that determine the success of ICO, revealing a positive relationship with the amount of information disclosed to investors [24,43].

Crowdinvesting platforms exhibit common features noted by authors studying the financial market transformation induced by the tokenization of rights to assets, which are essential from the perspective of this paper:

1. Collective-investment business models are implemented on the basis of digital platforms, which help participants to overcome geographical barriers and, due to information technologies, provide an unrestricted connection for creditors and borrowers [23];
2. Collective investing paves the way for attracting small amounts of money from numerous private investors [44];
3. Investments are attracted for numerous small business projects, startups, contracts, etc. [30].

Thus, the development of crowdinvesting, which is available to many private investors and borrowers, becomes the missing link in the chain, acting as an external factor in the financial market transformation (Figure 4). The analysis reveals that the OTC market development under the influence of underlying asset tokenization forms new groups of economic agents, increasing their influence through the development of this financial market model. These subjects include:

- On the investment demand side, the “borrower,” i.e., many small businesses for which other ways of attracting investment resources are unappealing or virtually unavailable;
- On the money supply side, the “investor,” i.e., many small private investors who find investment in business projects more profitable, easier to understand, and less risky in terms of making a decision [13].
Figure 4. Model of barriers to investment attraction and placement in the context of the OTC financial market formation.

The spread and application of the tokenization technology in the implementation of transactions in the OTC financial market significantly lower barriers to investment attraction and placement. These barriers can be divided into four groups. The first group comprises barriers arising from the cost of entry into the investment market, as well as barriers involving the alienation of property and profits. For small- and medium-sized businesses and start-ups, it is practically impossible to attract investment by issuing shares and bonds, whereas investment in exchange for an ownership share proves to be unappealing. The only remaining option is bank lending; however, even this variant is considered to be overregulated and is often unavailable for the considered categories of borrowers. The issuance of tokens for debt obligations and securities to be placed on a digital platform for crowdinvesting purposes is becoming an affordable investment attraction option.

The second group includes barriers arising from the cost of attracted investment. The notion that tokenization and crowdinvesting enable attraction of investment at a rate lower than that of bank lending is incorrect; these parameters can be observed in concessional financing (e.g., in grants or earmarked funding). However, for many small- and medium-sized businesses, this option is unavailable. Easier access to investment allows borrowers to offer higher payments to their investors. Roger Heines and Christian Dick believe that the tokenization of assets having the potential to form a broad and highly liquid secondary market will serve as a factor in interest rate normalization for attracted investment [15]. The third group comprises barriers associated with the borrower’s potential profitability and transparency. As mentioned above, a higher rate of return on investment in tokenized assets is attractive to many private investors. Another factor that makes crowdinvesting platforms more appealing to private investors lies in a different way of presenting investment information. Unlike stock exchange terminals having price charts that require fundamental or technical analyses, crowdinvesting platforms provide investors with business data about the project, which facilitates decision making for non-accredited investors. The fourth group includes barriers associated with the liquidity of securities or debt obligations of the borrower. The lowering of such barriers is directly related to the tokenization technology; the token separability and the formation of a secondary market will allow investors to use tokens for speculative purposes, as well as manage the placement timeline more flexibly [23].

Thus, the study results correlate with the research of authors analyzing the transformation of financial markets under the influence of platform solutions and in the context of
emerging technologies that provide the tokenization of underlying assets [12]. To develop approaches to the study of transforming factors and the evaluation of consequences arising from such transformations, this paper proposes mathematical models of managing rights to underlying financial assets and a mathematical model of competitive transformation occurring in the OTC financial market due to the tokenization of rights.

In terms of predictions and prospects for the use of tokenized business processes, it can be assumed that the use of digital financial assets can lead to the abandonment of the classic IPO on the stock exchange. The issue of tokenized shares and other digital financial assets will allow businesses to attract the required financing, while investors can receive securities enabling them to obtain investment and dividend income with the possibility of selling them in the secondary market. Thus, further research is aimed at determining the development prospects of various advanced instruments of the financial market as a whole.

7. Conclusions

This paper proposes a mathematical internal transformation model of the OTC financial market, describing the process of managing rights to underlying assets during their issuance and circulation. The model is built by analogy with the HRU model, applying the same principles to the relations of economic agents in exercising access rights to underlying assets as those that regulate access rights to files. This approach provides a means to consider possible financial market transformations associated with underlying asset tokenization.

This paper also describes a mathematical model of competitive tokenization-induced transformation occurring in the OTC financial market, which describes the transaction costs associated with attracting investment in the OTC financial market and the market for tokenized assets. A procedure is proposed for determining the effectiveness of attracting financial resources in the OTC financial market and the market for tokenized assets. The presented model is used to compare methods for attracting investment on the example of a technology company and to calculate the value indicators of investment attraction.

The barriers of the OTC financial market and the stock market are described indicating the supply and demand trends in the context of transformation occurring in the OTC financial market under the influence of underlying asset tokenization. Prospects for the OTC market transformation are based on a set of internal and external factors related to the distributed ledger technology and the development of digital crowdinvesting platforms, respectively.

However, the specified transformational shifts and the potential of benefits associated with tokenizing underlying financial assets will become a reality, provided that a sufficient level of supply and demand is ensured. It is the level of digital platform growth and participant activity that will help to realize the benefits of tokenization in the form of liquidity and the formation of a secondary tokenized asset market. Taking this addition into account, asset tokenization and crowdinvesting platforms attempting to replace the traditional institutions of the financial market will, in some time, become an addition rather than an alternative to the existing investment attraction methods.

The theoretical value of the developed models as well as the main advantage of the approach lie in the confirmation of significantly expanded supply capabilities of tokenized assets with their return dependent on invested capital. The results of this study demonstrate the advantages of investing in the market for tokenized assets as compared to the OTC market. The policy implications are in the gradual transformation of traditional financial institutions.

The study results can be used by small- and medium-sized businesses in the selection of investment attraction tools, as well as companies engaged in the development and introduction of information systems for the issuance and circulation of tokenized assets.
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